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Privacy Policy
We protect your privacy. This policy helps you understand how UMC collects and
uses your personal information. You also get information about your rights in this
regard and how you can proceed to enforce your rights. Your privacy is of the
utmost importance to us at the UMC and we aim to follow current law and
regulations for data protection at all times.
All personal data processed in the context of your
relationship with UMC is used to provide, perform and
improve UMC’s services. Information about you are directly
or indirectly disclosed by yourself or by your
employer/contractor in a variety of ways, such as when
registering for an account on our web, through sign-up
services to webinars or similarly, when you contact our
support or using UMC’s services.

Privacy and security measures
Due to the importancy of protecting your personal data we
have taken comprehensive technical and organisational
security measures to safe guard your personal data from loss,
misuse, unauthorised access or disclosure, alteration or
destruction.
Our employees have strict instructions to handle all personal
data according to current laws and regulations for personal
data protection. We further guarantee an adequate level of
protection of your personal data. Our security work
comprises the protection of information, IT-infrastructure,
our office building as access to technical facilitates, hardware
and network. Processing of data is logged and checked
systematically. Encryption of data is done with generally
recognized and secure encryption methods. We continuously
work to combat spam and viruses in our networks.
We never give, share, sell or transfer any personal
information to a third party unless the third party is a subcontractor of UMC. However, sub-contractors are not
allowed to use your data for other purpose than supporting
us in delivering our services.

Data collected within the WHO Programme for
International Drug Monitoring
VigiBase is the WHO global database of individual case safety
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reports (ICSRs). It is contains information about suspected
adverse effects of medicines, collected since 1968, by member
states of the WHO Programme for International Drug
Monitoring. UMC, as the WHO Collaborating Centre for
International Drug Monitoring, process information in
VigiBase on behalf of the WHO and the member states in the
WHO Programme. UMC is not in a position to identify and
data subjects within the data, neither edit or remove any
information in the database.

Data collected from visiting the website or using
UMC’s services
Data is information we collect and store about you and your
usage of the UMC’s services. We process your information to
make the services available for you, but also more useful and
to develop new services.

What data are we collecting?
We collect and store two types of data about you; customer
data and traffic data.
Customer data is information connected to you which
enables using our services, for example username, password
and contact information (name, e-mail address, phone
number and organisation information). We also have
information about what services you have been granted
access to (governed by the organisation your account is
connected to) and other information you have provided in
your contact with us. We include information about you, that
you have provided by yourself to our support, in this
category.
Traffic data is information we learn about you from your
visit to the UMC website or the logged in services. We store
the following traffic data: the IP address from which you
access the Internet, the date and time, the Internet address of
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the website from which you linked directly to our site, the
name of the file or the words that you searched, and the
browser used to access our site. We may use this information
to assess the number of visitors to the various sections of our
site and system performance, and to identify problem areas.
It helps us learn about the geographical distribution of our
visitors, the technology used to access our site, which services
are most frequently used, how the workload of the systems is
distributed, and areas of improvements.

How are we collecting your data?
We collect and process data:


That you, or your employer (or contractor),
provide us with by sending an e-mail, or by
filling out a form with your personal data and
submitting it through our website for the
creation of your user account, or in contacts
with support or license team for access of
further services, signing up for training sessions,
webinars or newsletters.



Data that are created when you visit the website
or login to our logged in services, when you
contact us via e-mail, phone call or participate in
webinars or teleconferences.



Information collected through the usage of
cookies on our website and in our logged in
services from and on your browser.

What information we collect about you depends on which of
our services you are using.

Why are we collecting this data?
As we are an organisation with basis in Sweden we need to
adhere to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a
European law that governs processing of personal data with
the aim to protect the personal integrity. To process personal
data, there must be support in the regulation, a so-called
legal basis. This means that in order for our processing of
your personal data to be legal:


necessary to fulfil the agreement with you (your
organisation/employer).



to fulfil a UMC legal obligation.

The processing of your data may also be done


after a balance of interest (legitimate interest).



due to that you have given your consent to that
particular treatment.

In order to provide services and products, we need to process
and manage your data. Below are examples of the purposes
for which we treat your data and on the basis of which legal
basis we do this.

user agreement for, or have signed up for, or to help provide
you with the information or material that you request. We
process data so that we can invoice the costs of services,
mange support issues and other problems related to your use
of our services.
Legal ground: Legitimate interests (customer data) and
fulfilling agreement (customer data).
Development of services
We process data to improve and develop our operations,
products and services. We may pool data together for
statistical reasons. We also use third party cookies from
trusted providers as Google Analytics and Microsoft
Application Insights (see below), including analysis of usage
that underlies our future product development.
Legal ground: legitimate interests (customer data) and
fulfilling agreement (traffic data).
Other communication of the services including direct
marketing
On occasion, we may study the types of questions sent to us.
These studies help us to improve our website to make it more
responsive to the needs of our users. We also process
information about you when providing you with information
about our services, or we may analyse your support request(s)
to educate staff.
Legal ground: legitimate interests (customer data) and
fulfilling agreement (traffic data).
Information security and preventing misuse of services
We process data to ensure data security, prevent misuse or
unauthorised access according terms and condition.
Legal ground: Fulfilling agreement (traffic data).

Your rights
Knowing what data we process about you
You have, according to current law relating to personal data,
the right to request information about any personal
information relating to you and held by us as controller free
of charge once a year, regardless of how this information is
gathered. Requests for such information must be made in
writing.
The subject access request must be sent to Uppsala
Monitoring Centre, Box 1051, SE-75140 Uppsala, Sweden.
UMC acts both as controller and processor. UMC is only
responsible for subject access requests in its role as a
controller.

Provision of services
We process data about you to identify you as user of our
services, to grant you access to those services you have a valid
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Correct incorrect data and object to processing



If you withdraw your consent.

If your personal data is handled in opposition to current laws
relating to personal data you have the right to ask that the
personal data is corrected, blocked or deleted.



If the use of your data is for direct marketing
and you off-set processing for that purpose.



If we do not follow this policy.

You also have the right at any time to recall an approval
regards the handling of your personal data. Note however,
that a recall of this type will mean that you may no longer be
able to use the UMC Services. Observe that you may have got
access to the UMC’s services as part of your employment or
contract with an organisation who has an agreement with
UMC.

Links to other sites
We provide links to other Internet sites that provide
pharmacovigilance-related health information. Once you link
to another site, you are subject to any privacy statement the
new site may have. UMC does not endorse the sites to which
it links.

You have the right to object processing of your data when we
claim legitimate interests. You then need to specify what your
objections are. If we still claim legitimate interest, we need to
prove that our needs to process your personal data override
your rights.

Updates of the policy

If the data are processed due to direct marketing you always
have the right to object.

How to contact us

Right to be forgotten

UMC acts both as controller and processor. UMC is only
responsible for subject access requests in its role as a
controller.

We never save data longer than needed. This means that
when the purpose of the processing of your personal data is
met we will delete the data. Some data is discarded directly,
others are stored for a longer time depending on the purpose
of the collection of data to be used and our statutory
obligations.


User data is stored as long as you have a user
account and are discarded at latest 24 months
after the account was closed. Data related to
legal obligations for controlling accounting are
stored according to the Swedish Accounting Act.



Traffic data will be stored up-to 6 months for
support purpose with the exception of data
needed for UMC to fulfil its legal obligation
according to the Swedish Accounting Act.



We store statistics from the traffic data for the
purpose of improving our services or controlling
the accuracy of our services. Statistic data may
be stored up to 24 months.





In order to limit damage to and protect you
from internet fraud, we save IP addresses so that
we can search, block, and delete addresses and
messages. This way we can prevent the spread of
viruses, spam and trojans. IP addresses are saved
for 6 months.

If there are any changes to this privacy policy, we will post
them here (who-umc.org/about-us/privacy-policy/) so that
you are completely aware of how the changes will affect you.

Data subject request

The subject access request must be sent to Uppsala
Monitoring Centre, Box 1051, SE-75140 Uppsala, Sweden.

Uppsala Monitoring Centre
Bredgränd 7, Uppsala, Sweden
+46 18 65 60 60
privacy@who-umc.org
Data Protection team
Our Data Protection Team ensures legal processing of your
data. If you have any questions or concerns about the UMC
privacy statement, please contact us at privacy@whoumc.org
The Data ProtectionTeam will also manage your requests for
withdrawing consents, and support in requesting a registry
extract, these issues requires a written and signed request
where you clearly indicate what information you want to take
part of.
Data Protection Team
Uppsala Monitoring Centre
Box 1051, SE-75140 Uppsala, Sweden

E-mail conversation etc with our support may be
stored up-to 24 months.

You have the right to get your information erased without
unnecessary delay if:


The data is not needed any longer for the
purpose it was collected.

Uppsala Monitoring Centre (UMC)
Box 1051, SE-751 40 Uppsala, Sweden
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Glossary

problems.

Consent - A voluntary approval (after receiving information)
to allow us to process your data.

Viruses (computer viruses) - Small computer programs or
program codes that copy themselves, spreads in other
programs and cause problems

Cookies - A cookie is a small text file that websites you visit
can place on your computer in different ways to remember
you and your visit as well as contribute to a better experience
and functionality for you. Cookies are used on most websites
and are not harmful to your computer.
According to the Electronic Communications Act (2003: 389),
all site visitors should be informed about what cookies are
used for. More information is available on the National Post
and Telecom Agency's website (see https://www.pts.se/)
Customer data - such as name, address, e-mail address,
phone number. Also, information about, for example, what
services you have and how to use them, orders, user ID, and
password.
Data - data or information about something. Can also be
called personal data.
Data Controller - determines the purposes for which and
the means by which personal data is processed.
Data Processor - processes personal data only on behalf of
the data controller.
Data Protection Regulations - Rules on how companies
and organizations can process personal data and what rights
you have over your data. As from May 25, 2018, the new
regulation, known as GDPR, applies within EU.
GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation - New EU Data
Protection Regulation. Entry into force on May 25, 2018 and
replacing PUL (Personal Data Act).
IP address - When your web browser or e-mail application
requests a web page or e-mail from another computer on the
Internet, it automatically gives that computer the address to
which it should send the information. This is called your
computer's Internet protocol (IP) address. For many users
accessing the Internet from a dial-up Internet service
provider (ISP), the IP addresses differ every time they log on.
Legal basis - Data protection support that makes a
company's processing of your data legal.
Processing (of data) -for example, collection, storage,
processing, use or organization of data.
Personal data - include both customer data and traffic data.
Referred to in our privacy policy as data.
PUL – Swedish Personal Data Act, replaced by GDPR May 25,
2018.
Traffic data - Data generated when using our services, such
as IP numbers, session information, which networks are
being used.
Trojans - computer programs that pretend to be something
it is not, does not spread like a virus but can cause harm or
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